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K&C deliverables

Papers and Reports

1. Published
   • K&C Phase-1 report

2. Submitted/in preparation
K&C deliverables

Data sets and Thematic products
(mosaics, classification maps etc.)

1. Completed and Delivered to JAXA

2. Completed, but not yet delivered (please deliver ASAP)
   • Northern Africa HH-HV mosaic
   • West Africa HH-HV mosaic
   • Central Africa HH-HV mosaic
   • South Africa HH-HV mosaic
K&C deliverables

Data sets and Thematic products
(mosaics, classification maps etc.)

3. To be completed during 2010
   • Pan-African forest savanna woodlands cover map
   • Africa mosaic validation data
   • K&C Booklet contribution